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Abstract
Identifying the function of every gene in all sequenced organisms is
one of the major challenges of the post-genomic era and is one of the
obligate steps leading to systems biology approaches. This objective is
far from being reached. By different estimates, over 30 – 50 % of the
genes of any given organism are of unknown function, incorrectly
annotated or given a broad nonspecific annotation.
Most genome functional annotations programs rely on an homology
based approach, using first simple Blast or FASTA scores then more
elaborate, sensitive and precise algorithms stemming from the field of
protein structure prediction. The inherent limitations of homology
based approaches (only similar objects can be identified), has driven
the development of non-homology based methods to link gene and
function. Integrative genome mining tools that can analyse gene clustering, phylogenetic distribution, or protein fusions on a multi-genome
scale have been developed recently. These bioinformatics tools allow
the experimental biologist to make predictions on unknown gene
function that can be tested experimentally and discover novel enzymes, regulators and transporters that expand our knowledge of metabolism in all species.

http://www.beilstein-institut.de/escec2006/proceedings/Crecy/Crecy.pdf
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Introduction
The availability of nearly four hundred complete genomes (http://www.genomesonline.org/)
has changed the way the experimental scientist generates hypothesis and identifies novel
enzymes. The computer programming illiterate bench scientist has the unique possibility to
link genes and function by combining comparative genomic tools that are freely available,
with the experimental tools of physiology, genetics and enzymology. These approaches are
leading to the discovery of novel enzymes and pathways of both fundamental and applied
interest and also improve the general quality of genome annotations.

Towards a Complete Functional Analysis of Genomes: The
Post-Genome Challenge
Identifying the function of every gene in all sequenced organisms is one of the major
objectives of the post-genomic era, and one that is driving the development of systems
biology [1]. This objective is far from reached as, by different estimates, 30 – 60 % of the
genes of any given organism have no assigned function [2 – 4]. As more genomes are being
sequenced, the number of unknown genes and annotation errors are propagating at an
alarming rate, making it increasingly difficult to extract correct functional information.
Without a specific functional annotation effort, the genome information generated will
become difficult to analyse and greatly underexploited [5].

Mining Genomes for New Enzymes
The availability of genomic sequence from both cultured and non-cultured organisms from
diverse environments has had a great impact on the availability of enzymes that are better
adapted for biocatalysis (for review see [6]). Also, “biochemical profiling” approaches [7 –
13] have been quite successful in identifying new enzymes [14, 15]. All these methods,
however, rely on high throughput protein expression and enzymatic screens, and less labour
intensive methods that are also more target specific are clearly needed to fully mine the
catalytic potential of genomes. This is especially critical for implementing new biocatalytic
activities into industrial processes. As Schmid et al. commented, “Future biocatalytic
processes generally will not be limited by the available technology or the nature of the
substrates and products. Instead, the feasibility of new biocatalytic processes will often be
determined by the availability of the biocatalyst...” [16]. An untapped resource of novel
catalysts is lying in the thousand of genes of unknown function that are now available at
our fingertips if both bioinformatic and experimental methods can be combined to identify
them.
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Mining Genomes for New Antibacterial Targets
The need for the development of new antibiotics that escape common resistance mechanisms is becoming an acute public health problem. The World Health Organization (WHO)
states that “In the race for supremacy, microbes are sprinting ahead” and “Microbial
resistance could bring the world to a pre-antibiotic age (http://www.who.int/infectiousdisease-report/ 2000/). The value of using genomics in anti-infective research was recognized early on by both fundamental and applied research enterprises (for review see [17]).
Pipelines combining identification of bacterial genes essential for growth or virulence
followed by structural efforts have been implemented and leads are starting to trickle out
[18]. One major problem in this approach has been that targets identified from genomics
approaches are often of unknown function, therefore no assay can be developed to screen
for inhibitors.

Homology-Based Functional Analysis
Functional inferences based on comparative sequence analysis are well-established foundations of genomic annotation. The most significant advancements in this field over the last
decade are directly related to the dramatic increase in the amount of sequenced genomes, as
well as to the development of the robust and sensitive algorithms, such as FASTA, BLAST
and their modifications (for the overview, see [19]). Domain analysis and reduction of the
protein space via grouping of putative orthologues (such as COGs [20]) play an important
role in the projection of functional assignments between diverse species. A significant
contribution is provided by research communities focused on the detailed curation efforts
of model organism genomes (e. g., Escherichia coli (http://bmb.med.miami.edu/EcoGene/
EcoWeb), Bacillus subtilis (http://genome.jouy.inra.fr/cgi), Saccharomyces cerevisiae
(http://www.yeast genome.org/index.html). For well studied gene families, in which the
initial annotation has been experimentally verified, these homology based methods are
quite accurate in predicting function [21]. However, factors such as poor homologies
[21], multi-domain proteins [22], gene duplications [21, 23] and non-orthologous displacements [24] all contribute to incorrect or absent annotations that have accumulated and
propagated, leading to the current poor functional annotation status of the genomic data
[3, 4, 24, 25]. Furthermore, the inherent limitations of homology based approaches (only
similar objects can be identified) require the development of non-homology based methods
to link genes to function.
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Beyond Homology, from Comparative Genomics to
Experimental Verification
From gene to function
Systematic approaches such as structural genomics initiatives, systematic interaction mapping or systematic gene disruption combined with phenotypic screenings has led to the
elucidation of some gene functions [26, 27]. Nearly 1000 structures have been deposited to
date by structural genomics programs in the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/).
However, examples where cellular functions were inferred directly from structural information are rare – in fact there are only a handful [28, 29]. Large-scale deletion mutant
libraries have been completed for S. cerevisiae [30], B. subtilis [31] and in E. coli (http://
ecoli.aist-nara.ac.jp/). Broad systematic phenotype screens [32] allowed the prediction of a
few functions such as a missing histidine biosynthesis gene [33] or the discovery of
anabolic and catabolic phosphorylating glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenises [34].
The real power of these libraries lies in using them in specialized screenings: this strategy
has been successfully used in S. cerevisiae where novel cell cycle genes have been identified [35]. The road from phenotype to cellular function is often long and requires many
downstream characterization steps [35]. Recently, “biochemical profiling” approaches consisting of testing the activity of all the proteins of a given genome (in pools or individually)
in specific biochemical assays [7 – 13] or testing hundreds of proteins of unknown function
in arrays covering a wide range of enzyme activities have been quite successful in correcting annotations or identifying functions of unknown genes [15, 36]. These large-scale
efforts have not been as predictive as anticipated, but have been extremely valuable for
the community in producing expression clones, mutants, structural and experimental data
that can be used to predict and confirm functions as shown below.
From function to gene; Integration of genomic information
Large-scale cross-genomic integrations (such as NCBI [37], EMBL [38], TIGR [39], Uniprot [40]) provide important environments for extracting information from genomes. A
dramatic enhancement of the quality and utility of genomic annotations is achieved by
combining genome integration with metabolic reconstruction technology (see below).
Among the key public resources supporting this approach are KEGG [41] and MetaCyc
[42]. In these methods, genes are not analysed individually or as gene families but in a
larger multi-genomic context. Additional information, not related to sequence homology, is
gathered to help link gene and function (Fig. 1), and include:
. Metabolic reconstruction: by placing the genes in the context of the metabolic
pathways found in a given organism, one can evaluate the biological relevance
of an annotation [43, 44].
. Clustering data: Genes of a given pathway have a high probability of being
physically linked on the chromosome [45].
. Protein fusion events: Genes of the same pathway can be fused to encode multidomain proteins in some organisms [46].
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. Phylogenetic occurrence profiles or signatures: Presence/absence patterns of
genes (or of set of genes) among genomes can be used to identify candidates for
missing genes [47].
. Shared regulatory sites: Pathway genes are often regulated by a common
protein recognizing a specific DNA sequence [48].
. Functional and structural genomics: Efforts provide additional clues to genome
interpretation. The rapid increase in the volume and quality of such data, as well as
their integration in publicly available repositories is expected to strongly impact
gene and pathway analysis. Among the growing number of web-resources are:
PDB, the best established collection of protein structures (http://www.rcsb.org/
pdb/), SMD for expression data (http://genome-www5.stanford.edu/), DIP for protein–protein interactions (http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu/).

Figure 1. Comparative genomic strategies used to make predictions on gene function.

Early efforts to integrate different types of data to annotate genomes were developed by
Koonin and colleagues based on the Cluster of Orthologs Groups (COG) database [49] that
lists families of orthologues found in a subset of the sequenced genomes. In the last five
years several integrated databases that contain phylogenetic occurrence profiles, clustering
or protein fusion data and many combinations of the three have been implemented. These
databases are all freely available with web-interfaces and include PhydBac [50], String
[51], Microbial Database [52], Genomenet [[41], Plex [53], Cytoscape [54], Metacyc [42]
and SEED [55] (Table 1). Genome researchers have built on this multi-tiered approach to
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help in calling gene function and reducing the number of errors as recently described for
the genomes of Haloarcula marismortui [56] and Methylococcus capsulatus (Bath) [28].
The combination of structural information and comparative genomic methods has led to
many robust predictions [1,29].
Table 1. Freely available comparative genomic analysis websites.
Name

Location

Cluster of Orthologous Groups

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/

FusionDB and PhydBac

http://igs-server.cnrs-mrs.fr/phydbac/
http://igs-server.cnrs-mrs.fr/FusionDB/

TIGR-CMR

http://cmr.tigr.org/tigr-scripts/CMR/CmrHomePage.cgi
http://www.tigr.org/tigr-scripts/CMR2 /GenomeSlicer.spl

STRING

http://dag.embl-heidelberg.de/newstring_cgi/show_input_page.pl

IMG

http://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/pub/main.cgi

Cytoscape

http://www.cytoscape.org/

GenomeNet and KEGG

http://www.genome.ad.jp/

Protein Link Explorer (Plex)

http://apropos.icmb.utexas.edu/plex/plex.html

MetaCyc

http://metacyc.org/

SEED

http://theseed.uchicago.edu/FIG/

Using Comparative Genomics to Link Genes to Function
Although the field of comparative genomics is still young, these tools have allowed the
genetic characterization of a number of critical metabolic pathways that had eluded scientific inquiry for decades and an estimated 100 gene families have been identified successfully using comparative genomic methods to date [57] (Ross Overbeek, personal communication). For example, predictions based exclusively on phylogenetic occurrence profiles
resulted in the identification of the last steps of the non-mevalonate isoprenoid pathway
[58]. Protein fusion analysis allowed the identification of missing Coenzyme A biosynthesis genes in Homo sapiens [59]. Chromosome clustering analysis revealed a missing fatty
acid synthesis gene (target of antibacterial compounds) in Streptococcus pneumoniae or
missing genes in folate biosynthesis [60, 61]. A combination of approaches was used to
identify the diverse NAD recycling pathways of cyanobacteria [62]. A search for regulator
sites allowed the identification of many missing thiamine biosynthesis genes [63], metal
transporters [64] or decipher the N-acetylglucosamine utilization pathway of Shewanella
oneidensis [65]. The approach has been particularly productive in discovering missing and
novel enzymes in Archaea because of the originality of their metabolic solutions and the
recent availability of 30 archaeal genomes [66].
Applying these comparative genomic methods to the field of tRNA modification and
coenzyme metabolism has allowed us to identify the function of eight enzyme families,
unravelling novel enzyme activities, cases of orthologous displacements, novel pathways
and potential drug targets (Table 2).
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Table 2. Novel genes and pathways identified using comparative genomics
techniques.
Functional Role

Novelty

Pantetheine-phosphate adenylyltransferase/
dephospho–CoA kinase [67]
Carbamoyl-threonnyl-Adenosine syntase

a

Verified in

Key evidence

B [67]

Fusion

Potential target E

a

Occurrence profile/Structure

Wyeosine synthase [68]

Novel enzyme

E [68]

Occurrence profile

tRNA dihydrouridine synthase [69]

Novel enzyme

B [70]

Occurrence profile/operon

Queosine/Archeosine biosynthesis YkvJ

Novel enzyme

B [71]

Occurrence profile/operon

Queosine/Archeosine biosynthesis YkvK

Novel Enzyme

B [71]

Occurrence profile/operon

Queosine/Archeosine biosynthesis YkvL

Novel enzyme

B [71]

Occurrence profile/operon

PreQ 0 reductase YkvM

Novel enzyme

B [72]

Occurrence profile/operon

GTP Cyclohydrolase I

Potential Target B [73]

Occurrence profile/operon

B = Bacteria, E = Eukaryotes

. a

de Crcy-Lagard and collaborators (unpublished results)

Conclusion
This body of work opens the problem of how to name enzymes discovered through
comparative genomics methods and give them EC numbers, as in general these enzymes
have been very poorly described or were totally unknown. The number of enzymes discovered by these methods is steadily increasing and guidelines for the “gene discoverers”
who are often not enzymologists need to be defined.
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